The Future of Work is Hybrid

98% believe future meetings will include remote participants
57% expect to be in the office fewer than 10 days a month
97% want changes to make the office safer before they return

Good enough simply isn’t enough
Adjusting to remote work meant quick decisions to keep the business running. Now, it’s time to think long term.
Hybrid work requires the right strategy with people, culture, and technology at the center.

People
49% indicate working remotely makes them feel isolated

Culture
32% professionals say their connection to company culture has suffered

Technology
90% commonly experience issues collaborating when working from home

The 5 essential elements of hybrid work

Your collaboration solutions must be:

Flexible
Adaptable to any work style, role, and environment
97% believe hybrid work requires new technology to improve collaboration

Inclusive
Equal experiences for everyone
97% desire collaboration features that make them feel included in meetings

Supportive
Focused on empathy and well-being
98% are concerned about returning to the office due to safety and their ability to collaborate with remote colleagues

Secure
Secure by design, private by default
88% believe securing remote work tools and protecting data is important/very important in a hybrid work environment*

Managed
Modern infrastructure, frictionless administration
68% of IT admins are concerned about their ability to scale collaboration solutions for hybrid work

Hybrid work starts with the Webex Suite
The first best-of-breed suite for integrated hybrid work experiences

* Accelerating Digital Agility, March 2021
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